CORPORATION OF THE TOWNSHIP OF ARMOUR

RESOLUTION

Date: March 13, 2018

That the Council of the Township of Armour supports the position of the City of Pickering and urges the Province of Ontario to reinstate adequate and appropriate funding for local public libraries. Furthermore, that the adjusted funding be increased each year based on the consumer price index.

Moved by: Blakelock, Rod □ Brandt, Jerry □ Hammond, Marina ✔ Hayes, Patrick □ MacPhail, Bob □

Seconded by: Blakelock, Rod ✔ Brandt, Jerry □ Hammond, Marina □ Hayes, Patrick □ MacPhail, Bob □

Carried / Defeated

Declaration of Pecuniary Interest by:

Recorded vote requested by:

Recorded Vote: For Opposed
Blakelock, Rod □ □
Brandt, Jerry □ □
Hammond, Marina □ □
Hayes, Patrick □ □
MacPhail, Bob □ □